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Figure 1: We present an approach for generative simulation of interaction with perceptually controlled biomechanical models 
interacting with physical devices. The users are modelled with a combination of muscle-actuated biomechanical models and 
perception models, and we use deep reinforcement learning to learn control policies by maximizing task-specifc rewards. As 
a showcase, we apply a state-of-the-art upper body model to four HCI tasks of increasing difculty: pointing, tracking, choice 
reaction, and parking a remote control car via joystick. 

ABSTRACT 
Forward biomechanical simulation in HCI holds great promise as 
a tool for evaluation, design, and engineering of user interfaces. 
Although reinforcement learning (RL) has been used to simulate 
biomechanics in interaction, prior work has relied on unrealistic 
assumptions about the control problem involved, which limits the 
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plausibility of emerging policies. These assumptions include di-
rect torque actuation as opposed to muscle-based control; direct, 
privileged access to the external environment, instead of imper-
fect sensory observations; and lack of interaction with physical 
input devices. In this paper, we present a new approach for learning 
muscle-actuated control policies based on perceptual feedback in 
interaction tasks with physical input devices. This allows modelling 
of more realistic interaction tasks with cognitively plausible visuo-
motor control. We show that our simulated user model successfully 
learns a variety of tasks representing diferent interaction methods, 
and that the model exhibits characteristic movement regularities 
observed in studies of pointing. We provide an open-source im-
plementation which can be extended with further biomechanical 
models, perception models, and interactive environments. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Biomechanical models studied in HCI can be compared to “crash 
test dummies” [4, 5]. They are inactive agents, with each move-
ment following a predefned motion plan; they do not have agency, 
and they cannot close the loop and explore their environments 
themselves. To simulate an interaction, a researcher may either 
manually defne a set of actions, or collect motion capture data that 
is ft to the model using inverse simulation. What is missing is a 
generative form of simulation that would learn realistic interaction 
policies on its own through forward simulations in a given interac-
tive task and without requiring prespecifed motions. The ability to 
build a generative model that matches user behaviour is a strong 
test of whether we understand an interactive system. “Breathing 
life” into crash test dummies would open the door to wider use of 
these models, such as quickly evaluating prototypes before com-
mitting to an expensive experimental study. It would permit us to 
rapidly explore a more diverse set of user behaviours than would 
be feasible in experimental studies on humans, and such models 
could also enable parametric optimization of user interfaces. Biome-
chanical modeling is highly relevant for HCI research, because, 
with the exception of BCIs, all interfaces require physical efort 
from the user. Among others, physical efort is a critical consider-
ation in the design of AR/VR interfaces, interactive surfaces, and 
haptic and tangible interfaces. Until recently, evaluating physical 
efort required running an empirical study (e.g., using NASA-TLX). 
However, with the advent of open access models, HCI research 
has recently turned to biomechanical simulations for studying and 
modeling interfaces as well as for developing novel interaction 
techniques (e.g., [4, 5, 10, 17, 29, 48]). 

What has been missing is an integrative approach that would 
allow using reinforcement learning (RL) to learn human-like in-
teraction policies in a designer-specifed interactive task, where 
the task components (goals, user model, physical environment) can 
by fexibly changed (Figure 1). Instead, the approaches developed 
so far in HCI have been limited to a particular task (e.g., pointing) 
or a discrete combination of primitive tasks, to a particular model 
(e.g., upper body model), or to a particular physical environment. 
Moreover, with the exceptions that we discuss below, all biome-
chanical user models prior to this work have relied on unrealistic 
assumptions regarding their force actuation, ability to observe their 

environment, and interaction with input devices, all of which limit 
the realism of emerging motion patterns. First, those models op-
erate with torque actuated joints, second, they operate without 
adequately perceiving their surroundings, and third, they avoid 
simulation of physical interaction with input devices by investi-
gating contact-free interfaces, such as mid-air pointing (e.g., [10]). 
Torque actuation can be problematic because it allows for move-
ments that are not achievable with muscles, and RL approaches 
will exploit these more efcient, but unrealistic, movements. Lack 
of visual perception can be problematic as it allows agents to, e.g., 
exactly know the position of a target even if it is occluded or outside 
the feld of view. Without simulating physical interactions with 
input devices, the majority of interactions with computers cannot 
be simulated, as pure mid-air pointing is still a niche interaction 
technique. What is needed is a muscle-actuated user model that is 
able to receive and process perceptual observations of its surround-
ings – including vision, audition, haptics, proprioception, and so on 
– and physically interact with input devices. This coincides with 
the emerging RL challenge of learning control policies via percep-
tual inputs [43]. By combining perception models, musculoskeletal 
models, and physically simulated input devices, we can train agents 
to model and simulate intricate interaction tasks, such as those 
requiring visuomotor control. A good example of such control is 
presented in [51], where Nakada et al. introduced a virtual human 
model and used deep learning to learn reaching and tracking tasks. 
However, with more powerful physical simulation software, such 
as MuJoCo [73], we can simulate interaction steps quickly enough 
to use RL for more fexible problem formalisation and to allow a 
researcher to guide an agent’s learning through reward functions. 

The main contribution of this paper is twofold: 1) We integrate 
perception-based control and muscle-actuated biomechanical mod-
els that interact with physical input devices, and 2) we show how 
our RL-based approach can be leveraged to increase the scope of 
interactive tasks that can be simulated. The tasks present a vari-
ety of diferent user interfaces that require visuomotor movement 
control, and a user model is trained to interact with the environ-
ment through RL by rewarding desired behaviour. We show that 
the simulated user successfully learns to complete these interaction 
tasks, and the simulated movements exhibit human-like movement 
regularities such as Fitts’ Law. This work is publicly available at 
https://github.com/aikkala/user-in-the-box as an extendable code-
base. This implementation allows researchers to model interactive 
settings fexibly by changing assumptions about the musculoskele-
tal model, the user’s task, and the perception models. It could be 
used in the future to e.g. aid in developing and evaluating user 
interfaces. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Biomechanical Modelling and Simulation 
Biomechanical models and computer-based simulations were intro-
duced more than four decades ago [2]. However, for a long time 
they were oversimplifed and limited to computation of mechanical 
loads in static postures or using simple link-segment models [76]. In-
creases in computational power in the last two decades have enabled 
more physiologically-accurate musculoskeletal models [14, 15]. A 
sizable collection of such models exists now, many of which are 
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publicly available.1 Depending on the use case, one might opt for 
a model that describes the functionality of a single limb [55, 63], 
or go for a more comprehensive full-body model [22, 59, 74]. In 
these models, the force generation mechanism may rely on mo-
tors actuating individual joints, or in a more realistic use case, on 
muscle-tendon units [23, 45]. 

The main use of biomechanical models at the moment is via in-
verse biomechanical simulation using the OpenSim ecosystem [65]. 
The inverse simulation methods, namely inverse kinematics, in-
verse dynamics, and static optimisation or computed muscle control, 
allow the estimation of mechanical loads within the human muscu-
loskeletal system, and neural controls of the muscles given motion 
tracking data of a given user’s movement as input [15]. Such esti-
mated variables are increasingly valuable and important in the areas 
of medicine, rehabilitation, and sports. On the other hand, there 
exists a stream of computer graphics research on biomechanical 
simulation and control that emphasizes visual fdelity and simu-
lation speed rather than validation for purposes such as medical 
or ergonomics research [37, 38, 51, 62, 67, 69]. Forward simulation 
methods were also developed within the OpenSim software, how-
ever, besides their use as a component of computed muscle control, 
they were rarely used as standalone. They require muscle controls 
as inputs, which are extremely complex to measure experimen-
tally for all required muscles, and are typically used with controls 
computed by inverse simulation. Standalone forward simulation 
has only become more useful when applied in combination with 
computational controllers [16, 36]. 

Controlling the force output of a model’s actuators in forward 
simulations to perform a desired movement is a difcult optimisa-
tion problem. In order to fnd the appropriate control signals one 
must be able to run simulations quickly — which is often infeasible 
for complex models with possibly dozens of degrees-of-freedoms 
and a high number of (muscle) actuators. This is especially prob-
lematic for RL approaches, where fnding good solutions often 
require millions of simulation steps. This introduces a challenge 
for biomechanical simulation software, which typically has not 
been designed for such use cases. In our work, we convert mod-
els validated by biomechanics researchers into a faster simulator 
[28]. An alternative would be to use a simplifed simulation model 
and apply machine learning to predict the omitted details such 
as state-dependent joint actuation torque limits and muscle-based 
energy expenditure [30]; however, this requires generating training 
data using a realistic simulator, and the learned prediction model is 
inherently less accurate and general than the simulator itself. Pre-
vious work has also built models themselves for a faster simulator 
[37]. The approaches to solve this optimisation problem range from 
well-understood classical optimal control methods (see Section 2.2) 
to cutting-edge methods such as deep RL (see Section 2.3). 

2.2 Classical Optimal Control Methods for HCI 
Mathematically, reinforcement learning (RL) can be interpreted as 
a method to solve optimal control problems. Optimal control is the 
optimization of a cost or objective function subject to some system 

1For instance, OpenSim models https://simtk-confuence.stanford.edu:8443/display/ 
OpenSim/Musculoskeletal+Models 

dynamics, such as the biomechanical model of a human and the dy-
namics of an interactive system. The parameter to optimize is called 
the control or input signal and is usually a function of time, such as 
muscle excitations [68]. In addition to RL, human-computer interac-
tion has also been interpreted and simulated with classical (optimal) 
control methods [50]. If the cost function is quadratic and the sys-
tem dynamics are linear, e.g., as in [19, Ch. 7], then the go-to method 
to compute the optimal control is via the linear-quadratic regulator 
(LQR). (Gaussian) noise, e.g., in the observation or control of the 
system [19, Ch. 8], can be handled by the linear-quadratic-Gaussian 
(LQG) regulator, an extension of LQR. More recently, event-driven 
Intermittent Control (IC) has been introduced as a framework to 
better explain relevant aspects of human movement [44]. For other 
cost functions and nonlinear system dynamics in particular (e.g., 
a state-of-the-art biomechanical model), a viable approach is to 
use Model Predictive Control (MPC) [33, 58]. A major diference of 
these approaches to the RL-based approach of our paper is that RL 
computes an entire policy, which maps arbitrary observations to 
actions and can be used to generate approximately optimal move-
ments quickly, while classical optimal control methods compute 
individual optimal movements. 

2.3 Reinforcement Learning -Based User 
Modelling 

RL algorithms solve sequential decision making problems where 
at every timestep, an agent observes the current state, takes an 
action, and receives an action- and state-dependent scalar reward. 
The goal is to select actions that maximize expected utility defned 
as the sum of future rewards. RL provides a suitable framework 
for modelling human behaviour in a fexible way: one only needs 
to defne the states, actions, and rewards and then RL computes 
the optimal policy [12, 13]. In some cases, the reward function and 
other parameters can be inferred from human data [6, 32]. A more 
detailed RL problem formulation along with our defnitions for 
states, actions, and rewards are discussed in Section 3.1. When the 
reward function and state–action space, including their key limita-
tions, are similar to a human’s, increasingly human-like behavior 
has been shown to emerge through learning [52]. Applications in 
HCI include models of typing, menu selection, multitasking, and 
visual decision-making [52]. However, no application in HCI so far 
has looked at perceptual control of a biomechanical model. 

Using the assumptions of signal-dependent control noise and 
movement time minimization, Fischer et al. [18] have shown that 
an RL agent can learn to generate human-like movements with a 
torque-actuated state-of-the-art model of the upper extremity. The 
generated movements were in accordance with well-established 
phenomena such as Fitts’ Law [20] and the Two-Thirds Power 
Law [35]. RL-based simulation may also provide valuable informa-
tion for predicting usability- and ergonomics-related criteria and 
to aid in interface design. For instance, Cheema et al. trained a 
(simplifed) torque-actuated biomechanical arm model in a mid-air 
pointing task, and used the model to predict fatigue of real hu-
man subjects performing the task [10]. Leino et al. [39] used RL 
to learn policies for keystroke-level models, and used this to opti-
mize button arrangements. In addition to learning control policies 
for embodied agents, RL can be used to model users performing 

https://simtk-confluence.stanford.edu:8443/display/OpenSim/Musculoskeletal+Models
https://simtk-confluence.stanford.edu:8443/display/OpenSim/Musculoskeletal+Models
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Figure 2: Our approach: The researcher specifes properties 
of an interactivate task (green box), including the reward 
function that guides the simulated user’s learning process, 
the interaction environment, and the physical devices the 
user interacts with. The simulated user is defned through 
biomechanical and perception models, and is controlled by 
an RL policy based on observations from the perception 
models. 

interactive tasks with symbolic actions. For instance, in [40, 66] RL 
agents interact with websites using vision and low-level mouse and 
keyboard actions. However, these methods rely on human demon-
strations to learn policies. Recently, game companies have started 
applying RL-based user modelling in simulation-based game testing 
[34, 60, 61]. 

Advances in deep learning during the past decade have made it 
possible to scale up RL-based models. Deep RL has been used to 
learn control policies in increasingly complex state–action spaces 
— such as torque-actuated humanoids [7, 18, 53, 77] and muscu-
loskeletal systems [37, 51], as well as eye-hand coordination in 
typing [31]. Hetzel et al. [25] presented an RL agent for simulating 
joint-controlled movement of hands in typing, however lamenting 
that while muscle control would have been preferable, they were 
not able to train a model that had muscles. Moveover, their control 
problem was not perceptual like ours; their agent state was a vec-
tor describing joint kinematics and the position of next target key. 
Nakada et al. [51] demonstrated how deep artifcial neural networks 
(ANNs) can be leveraged to enable visuomotor control of biome-
chanical simulation for tasks like target tracking. However, rather 
than RL, they used a supervised learning approach that utilised a 
task- and stimuli-specifc training process that is not suitable for 
fexibly modelling a variety of interaction tasks. 

3 OVERVIEW OF APPROACH 
We present User-in-the-Box (UitB), an extendable open-source 
implementation for biomechanical user modelling in interactive 
tasks in the MuJoCo [73] simulator.2 UitB enables fexible mod-
elling of muscle-actuated, perceptually controlled biomechanical 
2available at https://github.com/aikkala/user-in-the-box 

user models with deep RL. It allows fexibly changing the physical 
model of the interactive device via 3D models that can be imple-
mented in MuJoCo, or imported from another modelling software, 
e.g. Unity (Figure 2). The implementation can be extended with 
additional biomechanical models, for instance, by converting them 
from OpenSim [28], perception models, and interactive tasks. The 
user model learns to interact with the environment through a task-
specifc reward function. 

To use UitB, one begins by defning an interactive task. This 
includes defning the reward function, which guides the agent’s 
learning process, the interaction environment, and the physical 
devices that the user interacts with. Then, one creates the user 
model by choosing existing biomechanics and perception models, 
or implementing new ones. Models of perception can be formed by 
defning transducing functions from e.g. the output of an egocen-
trically placed camera, or other sensors available in the MuJoCo 
simulator. Once the interactive task and the user model are defned, 
the RL agent is trained using deep RL, and the simulated user’s 
performance can be evaluated.3 This approach forces the simulated 
user to adhere to important assumptions about low-level percep-
tion and movement characteristics inherent in human physiology 
while retaining enough fexibility to adapt the user model, through 
learning, to diferent interactive tasks. Learning control policies 
with RL requires an efcient forward physics simulator; in this 
work we use MuJoCo as a simulation environment, but ultimately 
this approach is simulator-agnostic. 

In this section, we will frst frame the problem of user modelling 
in interactive tasks as an RL problem and then discuss what aspects 
one should consider when creating an interactive task or a user 
model. 

3.1 Modelling an Interactive Task with RL 
The computational core of our framework is reinforcement learn-
ing. To utilize RL, an interactive task needs to be modelled as a 
Markov decision process (MDP) [70], or more generally, a partially 
observable MDP (POMDP). As illustrated in Figure 2, this means 
that at every timestep t , the agent takes an action at based on a state 
observation ot . This results in receiving a scalar reward rt and a 
new observation ot +1, from which a new action at +1 is performed. 

We utilize a discounted RL objective with a stochastic policy and 
episodic learning. This means that we optimize a policy π (at |ot )�ÍT �
to maximize the expected return E =0 γ t rt , where the actions t 
are sampled from the policy, at ∼ π (at |ot ). The discount factor 
γ ∈ [0, 1) controls how much earlier rewards are preferred to dis-
tant rewards. Learning progresses through episodes, where the 
simulation is returned to an initial state at t = 0 and actions are 
simulated up to the time limit T . 

3.1.1 Reward Function. In UitB, a key modelling aim is to select a 
reward function that represents whatever the user tries to achieve 
and values in interaction. For instance, in a pointing task, human 
subjects would be asked to point to a target; in an RL setting, this 
can be implemented by rewarding behaviour where the fngertip is 
brought on top of the target in minimum time and with minimum 

3We use term simulated user to refer to the performance of the user model during 
simulation, and term agent — originating from the AI and RL literature — when 
referring to RL training or evaluation. 
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efort. The efort term is denoted as δt , and it is assumed to be a part 
of the reward rt the user receives. UitB allows fexibly defning 
the reward function by reference to measures available in the simu-
lation. The reward function is task-specifc, and while designing 
it can be non-trivial, the reward functions of our four simulation 
tasks presented in Section 4 should provide a useful starting point. 

3.1.2 Observations. To allow multisensory perception, we defne 
our observations as a tuple ot = (Ωt , ξt ), where Ωt = (ωt 

1 , ωt 
2 , ...)

is a tuple of outputs from diferent perception models, such as 
vision or proprioception, with ωi being the output of i:th percep-t 
tion model. For the sake of clarity, we will refer to the outputs 
of proprioception and vision models, which are used in all of the 
tasks, as ωP and ωV , respectively. In some of the tasks we alsot t 
model tactile feedback through force sensors: this tactile percep-
tion is denoted by ωTt . Furthermore, we introduce a stateful infor-
mation observation ξt as a part of ot . This quantity may contain 
information related to the task, e.g., how much time is left until 
an episode terminates. In tasks where the agent needs to, for in-
stance, infer movement direction we may also include perception 
model outputs from previous timesteps in the observation, such 
that ot = (Ωt , ξt , Ωt −1, ξt −1, ..., Ωt −k , ξt −k ), where k denotes how 
many previous observations are included. 

3.1.3 Actions. Our neural network policy does not directly output 
a vector of muscle controls at . Instead, we use relative muscle control, 

′sampling relative action vectors a from a Gaussian policy as t 
′ ′ a ∼ π (at |ot ) = N(µθ (ot ), diag(σ 2)), (1)t 

where θ are the parameters of the policy neural network, and µ and 
σ 2 are mean and variance vectors, respectively. The σ 2 controls the 
exploration/exploitation tradeof.4 The fnal muscle controls are 
computed as 

1 1 ′ at = clip0(mt −1 + clip−1(at )), (2) 
where mt −1 are the model’s internal muscle activation states for 
the previous step, which are included in the proprioceptive obser-

yvations ωP , and clip denotes a clipping operation to range [x ,y].x 
Essentially, the policy is controlling whether muscle excitation for 
the next step should be higher or lower than internal muscle acti-
vation in the previous step, i.e., whether the agent should increase 
or decrease force output of a specifc muscle actuator. In particular, 
applying zero control results in constant internal muscle activation, 
which lets the body converge towards a "steady-state" posture. Ac-
cording to our experience, this type of control leads to a signifcant 
speed-up in the training of policies for muscle-actuated models. 
This is in contrast to using an absolute muscle control, where a policy 
would output the muscle excitation signals directly in range [0, 1]. 

3.1.4 Algorithm Choice. Depending on the POMDP formulation, 
one typically has multiple alternative RL algorithms to choose 
from. In this paper, we utilize the Stable Baselines 3 library’s [57] 
implementation of Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO [64]), which 
works for both discrete and continuous states and actions, and is 
the most popular RL algorithm in both recent HCI works [10, 31] 
and high-quality human movement control papers in the computer 
animation literature [7, 53, 77]. Note that as per Stable Baselines 3 

4In the future, it would be interesting to add signal-dependent control noise [24] as an 
additional source of variance. 

defaults, our standard deviations σ are optimized together with the 
policy network parameters θ , starting from a high value to allow 
thorough initial exploration of the state and action spaces. 

The majority of RL algorithms, including PPO, are designed for 
fully observable MDPs, where the observations ot are replaced by 
states st . The assumption is that st contains all the information for 
choosing the optimal actions. In many real-world tasks, this is not 
the case, but standard RL methods can still be applied, either by 
using a recurrent policy network [75] that can learn to infer the 
true state from a sequence of observations, or engineering each 
observation to include enough information for the inference. For 
instance, if a game-playing agent only observes a single frame 
of pixels at a time, the observation is only informative of object 
positions; inferring velocities can be enabled by concatenating two 
or more consecutive frames as the observation [47]. 

3.2 Interactive Task Defnition 
The interactive task defnition includes the reward function, and 
models of the environment and related interaction devices. 

Even when not modeling a human, the reward function is often 
the most difcult part of an RL problem to specify. When model-
ing a human, the reward function must not only be cognitively 
plausible but it must also facilitate efcient learning. In general 
interaction tasks are easier to formulate with sparse rewards, but 
this makes it more difcult to solve the RL optimisation problem. 
For instance, one could give reward only when an interaction is 
completed satisfactorily, like once an agent has put its fngertip 
inside a target in a pointing task. In practice, however, the RL prob-
lem is often made easier by using reward shaping (e.g. reward is 
a function of distance between fngertip and target in a pointing 
task), early termination (terminate an episode early if the agent is 
in some sense moving further from a goal), or curriculum learning 
(start the learning process with a simplifed version of the problem). 

The interaction environment is defned as a MuJoCo model that 
contains one or multiple interactive devices. The physical devices 
can be modelled as a set of MuJoCo primitives, or one could im-
port a 3D model of a device into MuJoCo as a triangulated mesh. 
The device may contain physically moving parts, which need to be 
modelled with joints, or it may include dynamically changing con-
tent, like the color or size of an interaction device. However, some 
aspects of interaction may be difcult — though not impossible — 
to model in MuJoCo, such as the exact type of friction between 
contacts, or a touch screen with dynamic content. 

3.3 User Model 
With user model we refer to the combination of a biomechanical 
model, any set of perception models, and a control policy; all the 
components that are required to model and simulate a user. 

The user model can be fexibly defned based on how the sim-
ulated user needs to interact with its environment. For instance, 
when simulating a mid-air pointing task, one mainly needs to model 
the movement of arm and shoulder, and vision system. The percep-
tion models can be implemented depending on the level of realism 
required in the modelling. For instance, the vision system could 
be modelled with one RGB-D camera, or two RGB cameras with 
overlapping felds of view. The RL policy represents a cognitive 
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model that receives perceptions from the environment, and decides 
how to control the muscle actuators of the biomechanical model. 

The perception models receive full and perfect knowledge of the 
simulation’s physical state, biomechanical state included. The role 
of these models is to bound information that cannot be expected to 
be available to a user, and hence the user receives a transformed 
observation of the environment. For example, in a pointing task the 
user would not know the exact coordinates where a target is located, 
but instead has to infer the target location from visual observations. 
Furthermore, humans’ perceptions of the world are rarely perfect; 
this noise modelling could be included in the perception models. 
However, the perception models used in our simulations are rela-
tively simple and noise-free. One could extend the user model with 
more intricate perception models, for instance, e.g., by implement-
ing foveal and peripheral vision and adding eye movements. 

The user model may also include an efort term or other types of 
fatigue modelling to drive the agent behave in a more human-like 
fashion. As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, the efort term is a part of 
the reward the agent receives by interacting with the environment. 
The exact form of a suitable efort term is not known, and, as Berret 
et al. [8] showed in an arm movement modelling setting, the most 
appropriate cost function may be a combination of several diferent 
functions. In our simulations we use a neural efort term [8], which 
we introduce in Section 4.1. However, the UitB implementation al-
lows these to be easily changed to investigate the efects of diferent 
efort terms. 

4 SIMULATION STUDIES 
In the following subsections, we show applications in a diverse 
and challenging set of interaction tasks (Figure 3). We frst provide 
details of the biomechanical model used to simulate movement 
dynamics, and the perception models that allow the simulated 
user to observe its environment. Then we describe the interaction 
environment for the standard HCI task of mid-air pointing and 
analyse the simulated movements. We show that the simulated 
pointing movement complies with predictive models of human 
movement such as Fitts’ Law and the Minimum Jerk model to a 
sufcient degree for this approach to be a valuable tool in evaluating 
behaviour in interactive tasks. Finally, we show that our simulated 
user successfully learns to perform three additional HCI tasks of 
varying difculty: target tracking, choice reaction, and parking a 
remote control car via joystick. 

4.1 Model Implementation and Training 
We use MoBL ARMS model [63], a state-of-the-art muscle-actuated 
upper extremity model, originally created in OpenSim [15], to model 
arm movements in a set of interaction tasks. This model includes 
seven degrees-of-freedom (DoF) to represent the movements of 
shoulder, elbow, and wrist. In contrast to point-mass or linked-
segment models, which are widely used to simulate user behav-
ior [24, 71, 72], the MoBL ARMS model includes translational and 
rotational coupling between body segments, physiological joint 
axis orientations, and joint angle limits. The model is actuated by 
50 Hill-type muscle-tendon actuators [45]. 

We converted the model to MuJoCo using the O2MConverter [28], 
which creates an approximate replica of the original OpenSim model 

in MuJoCo. MuJoCo allows for much faster forward simulations of 
the interactive environment, while including more sophisticated 
contact dynamics. Some of the limitations of the converted model 
are that MuJoCo tendons are inelastic, and tendon paths are limited 
to fxed sites as opposed to having dynamically moving and con-
ditional pathpoints or wrapping objects as in OpenSim. Excluding 
these limitations, the MuJoCo model is anatomically as accurate; 
and MuJoCo and OpenSim use the same muscle activation dynamics 
and exhibit comparable force-length-velocity-curves. 

In order to decrease the state and action space dimensionality of 
the RL optimisation problems, we disabled two wrist DoFs (wrist 
fexion and deviation), which were not instrumental in the inter-
action tasks. Furthermore, we disabled 24 muscle actuators that 
mainly actuated fnger movements, which were deemed unneces-
sary, as there were no DoFs in the model’s fngers. Therefore, 5 
DoFs and 26 muscle actuators remained to represent the kinematics 
and dynamics of the arm. In order to ensure that our simulation can 
only achieve reasonable body postures, we modifed the equality 
constraint that couples elevation angle and shoulder rotation in the 
MuJoCo model by adding an additional dependency on shoulder 
elevation (details are given in Suppl. Mat. S2). The fngers of the 
model were modifed such that index fnger is extended, while the 
rest are fexed. 

The proprioceptive observations ωP contain joint angles, ve-
locities, and accelerations for the fve DoFs, and muscle internal 
activation states m for the 26 muscle actuators. As all considered 
tasks require precise movement of the end-efector, we also in-
cluded Cartesian coordinates of the tip of the index fnger in the 
proprioceptive observations. The joint angles and muscle internal 
activations are normalised to range [-1, 1]. 

The visual observation ωV is rendered from an RGB-D camera 
with a resolution of 120 × 80 pixels (Figure 4 shows an example of 
a visual observation). The “eye camera” was placed 20 cm above 
the torso, approximately where one’s head would be located. For 
simplicity, we decided to fxate the camera position, resulting in a 
constant feld of view in the same direction. In each of the tasks 
we use either one or multiple color channels with or without depth 
channel, depending on what kind of information the agent requires 
to successfully learn the task. In some tasks we also include prior 
visual observations to allow the agent to infer movement velocity. 
The image data is normalised to range [-1, 1] for each channel. 

Furthermore, in choice reaction and parking tasks we have in-
cluded tactile observation ωT of the fngertip. This force sensor lets 
the simulated user know how much force it is exerting through 
contacts. The force value is a non-negative scalar. 

The policy network π contains a convolutional neural network 
to encode the high-dimensional visual observations into lower 
dimensional representations. The other observations are vectors 
which are concatenated and passed through a separate encoder, 
before being concatenated with the encoded visual observations. 
This representation is then passed through two fully connected 
layers to produce the mean vectors µθ , which are then used to 

′sample relative action vectors a cf. (1). Network architecture details t 
are given in Suppl. Mat. S1. 

We chose to use a neural efort term [8] to constrain unnecessary 
movements, as a similar term is often used in RL when learning 
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(a) Pointing (b) Tracking (c) Choice Reaction (d) Parking a Remote Control Car 

Figure 3: Four interactive tasks with difering perceptual-motor requirements. The fgures show the MoBL ARMS model, and 
the RGB-D camera that serves as a visual system. 

control policies. At each timestep t we compute the efort term 

NÕ 
δt = at 

2 
,i , (3) 

i=1 

which represents neural strain from controlling motor neurons 
of the N = 26 muscle actuators, cf. (2). As mentioned earlier, the 
efort term δt is part of the reward rt , i.e. it is subtracted from the 
proposed reward functions. 

The simulation timestep in MuJoCo is set to 2 milliseconds, and 
actions are sampled from the policy with a frequency of 20 Hz 
during training, and 100 Hz during evaluation. According to our 
observations, this mismatch of action frequency sampling between 
training and evaluation has minimal efect on the results. Training 
with lower sampling frequency makes the training faster and mit-
igates the credit assignment problem [46], while evaluation with 
higher action frequency is required for some of the movement 
analysis. 

4.2 Case Study: Pointing 
Pointing is one of the most intensely studied interactive tasks in 
HCI. In a pointing task, users are asked to move a physical or virtual 
end-efector towards some object, e.g., a target sphere of given size. 
In this case study we demonstrate perception-based muscle control 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4: (a) A scene during a pointing task from an external 
camera. (b) The same scene rendered from the RGB-D cam-
era, RGB image on top and depth image on bottom. Both 
images are 120x80 pixels. 

in a setup that corresponds to the well-known ISO pointing task 
variants. 

In our model of this task, the end-efector corresponds to the tip 
of the index fnger and the target is a penetrable sphere of varying 
radius located in front of the simulated user. The radius and location 
of the target are sampled randomly during training: radius from a 
continuous interval [5, 15] cm, and location from a 2D plane of size 
60 cm × 60 cm. The origin of the plane is located 55 cm in front 
of the agent’s shoulder and 10 cm to the right, in order to make 
targets easily reachable in all areas of the plane. The agent must 
keep its fngertip inside a target for 500 milliseconds to successfully 
“hit” the target. A new target location is sampled when a target is 
hit, or after four seconds if the agent fails to hit the target. The new 
target location is sampled with rejection sampling such that the 
distance between two consecutive targets is typically more than 30 
cm. However, a new tentative location is sampled maximum ten 
times, so in rare cases the distance may be less than 30 cm. A total 
of fourteen targets are spawned during one episode of training. The 
location of the target plane and dwell time of 500 milliseconds were 
chosen to try and match the experimental conditions of a reciprocal 
ISO pointing task presented in [33], which allows us to compare our 
simulations to their human data, specifcally to user U1. In order 
to make the comparisons more fair, the MoBL ARMS model was 
anatomically scaled to better match the anatomical dimensions of 
user U1 (only in this task). 

At time t , the simulated user observes ot = (ωt
P , ωV , ξt ). Thet 

visual observation ωV contains only depth information, as color t 
information is not necessary for completing this task. The stateful 
information ξt comprises of two quantities: how many targets are 
left in the episode, and how many milliseconds the fngertip has 
been inside a target. Both quantities are normalised to range [-1, 
1], and either is not necessary to learn the task, but do speed up 
the training process. Following the same rationale as for typical 
experimental instructions, we want the simulated user to complete 
the task of hitting 14 targets as quickly as possible. Thus, the reward 
function is a mixture of two components: a negative reward, shaped 
by the distance between the agent’s fngertip and target, issued as 
long as the target has not been reached, and a positive bonus for 
hitting the target. The reward function is 



 8  − δ t if target is hit 
rt = 0 − δt if fngertip is inside target (4) (e−dt ∗10 − 1)/10 − δt otherwise, 

where dt is the distance between fngertip and target surface and 
δt is the efort term (3) at time t . 

4.2.1 Performance metrics. We collected a dataset of movements 
by running the policy for 100 episodes with randomly sampled 
target radii and locations. We denote the time between two sampled 
targets as one trial. During one episode the agent is presented with 
14 targets, therefore we have a total of 1,400 trials in the dataset. 
The simulated user hit 1,395 targets (a success rate of 99.64%), and 
on average it took the agent 690 ms to fnish one trial. 

4.2.2 Fits’ Law and speed-accuracy trade-of. Fitts’ Law is a well-
established regularity for pointing and target acquisition tasks, 
claiming a linear relationship between the difculty and the average 
movement time required to reach a given target [20, 42]: � �

MT D
 = a + bID = a + b log2 +  1 . (5) 

W 

Here, D and W are the initial distance to target and the size (di-
ameter) of the target sphere, respectively, ID denotes the Index of 
Difculty in bits (using the Shannon Formulation [41]), and MT is 
the predicted movement time. In order to verify whether the end-
efector trajectories produced by our simulated user follow Fitts’ 
Law, we binned the 1,395 evaluation trials described in Section 4.2.1 
into 25 groups, using 5 quantile-based partitions of each distance 
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Pointing Task
Fitts’ Law

Effect of target size on end-effector movement

Figure 5: Simulated end-efector trajectories reproduce the 
Fitts’ Law. That is, there is a clear efect of target size W on 
average peak velocity and total movement duration. Over-
shoot (i.e., projected position > 1) increases with target size. 

Target Setup

ISO Pointing Task
End-effector trajectories vs. MinJerk

Joint patterns vs. human data

Figure 6: In our simulation of the ISO cyclical pointing task, 
targets are reached with a single ballistic movement (solid
lines; upper plots). The projected position and velocity time
series are close to the Minimum Jerk trajectories (dashed
lines; upper plots). The joint angles of both shoulder and el-
bow resulting from our simulation (solid lines; lower plots) 
exhibit the same patterns as observed in the user study 
(dashed lines; lower plots). As expected, movement direction 
has a strong efect on qualitative behavior (representative 
movements to targets 1, 2, and 3 are shown, respectively). 

and target width. For each group, we computed the average move-
ment time per trial, and used the resulting combinations of ID and 
MT to identify the model parameters a = −0.003 and b = 0.12 via 
linear regression. As can be seen in the upper plot of Figure 5, our 
simulation trajectories (blue dots) are consistent with the linear 
relationship predicted by Fitts’ Law (red line), explaining more than 
95% of the between-group variance (R2 = 0.9512). 

To analyze the specifc efect of target size on the simulation
trajectories, we simulated fve movements between the same two 
target locations for fve diferent target sizes W . This was repeated 
for eight pairs of targets, resulting in a total of 40 movements 
per target size. To isolate the efect of target size from those of 
confounding variables such as movement direction or diferent 
trials, we projected each end-efector trajectory onto the respective 
direct path between initial and target position and then computed 
the mean projection for each target size. This was done by computing 
the average projected position and velocity of all 40 movements at 
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each timestep, and concatenating the resulting position and velocity 
time series. As shown in the lower plots of Figure 5, there is a clear 
efect of target size on the mean projections, both in terms of end-
efector position and velocity. As target size decreases, movements 
become slower, resulting in both a lower average peak velocity and 
a larger average movement time (9.31 m/s and 660 ms for 30 cm 
width vs. 6.12 m/s and 900 ms for 10 cm width). Also note that 
there is a clear tendency to overshoot for large target sizes. This 
shows that the speed-accuracy trade-of typically observed in aimed 
movements towards spatially constrained targets (and which is also 
consistent with Fitts’ Law) is inherent to our simulation. Albeit 
the confdence intervals of these mean projections overlap (not 
shown in the fgure), the efect is consistently seen across diferent 
movements. 

4.2.3 Minimum Jerk. One of the best-known models to describe 
the kinematics of human aimed movements is the Minimum Jerk 
(MinJerk) model proposed by Flash and Hogan [21]. This model 
assumes that humans aim to generate smooth end-efector trajecto-
ries, which is equivalent to minimizing the change in end-efector 
acceleration over time, denoted as jerk. While the MinJerk model 
does not make any predictions of the underlying human body and 
interaction dynamics, cannot account for corrective submovements, 
and requires movement duration as well as initial and terminal po-
sitions, velocities, and accelerations to be known in advance, it has 
been successfully used for modelling perturbed reaching [26] and 
word-gesture keyboard typing [56]. 

We replicated the experimental setup of a previous user study [33], 
where 13 target spheres were equidistantly arranged according to 
the ISO 9241-9 ergonomics standard (see target setup in Figure 6). In 
the original experiment, all ISO targets were always visible with the 
active target highlighted, whereas in our version of the task only 
the active target was visible. As opposed to the previous task where 
targets were randomly sampled, now the target radius was fxed to 
5 cm, and the target location was chosen according to the ISO pro-
tocol. We used the same policy as previously (trained with random 
targets) to control the agent in this task, as ISO pointing efectively 
is a subset of the more general pointing task. In Figure 6, projected 
simulation trajectories for three representative movements – from 
T0 to T1, T1 to T2, and T2 to T3 – are shown for the surge phase, 
i.e., since the former target was hit and until the latter target was 
frst reached. Both the projected position and velocity time series 
(solid lines in upper plots) match the corresponding minimum jerk 
trajectories (dotted lines in upper plots) visually well, suggesting 
that the targets are reached with a single ballistic movement. The 
simulation trajectories exhibit the symmetric, bell-shaped velocity 
profles during the surge phase that are characteristic of mid-air 
pointing [49]. More quantitative comparisons between our method 
and MinJerk would not be particularly meaningful due to the dif-
ferent assumptions and goals described above. 

4.2.4 Comparison to Human Data. To identify whether body pos-
tures of our simulations are comparable to those of humans, we 
computed the joint angles that best explain the movements of user 
U1 observed in the ISO task user study in [33] via Inverse Kinematics, 
and compared them to the joint angles inferred from our simulation. 
Note that the trajectories which we compare, e.g. starting from T0 
and ending in T1, begin when the simulated agent (or user U1) has 

hit T0, that is, the agent’s (user U1’s) fngertip is inside said target. 
Similarly the trajectory ends when the agent’s (user U1’s) fngertip 
is inside T1, and hence the maximum distance between the agent’s 
and the user’s initial and fnal fngertip positions is less than 10 cm 
(twice the target radius). These comparisons aim to provide quali-
tative evidence of the simulated agent’s movements with respect 
to actual human movements. As can be seen in the lower plots of 
Figure 6, the general patterns of each shoulder elevation, shoulder 
rotation, and elbow fexion match considerably well between our 
simulation (solid lines) and the human reference (dashed lines). In 
particular, the body postures required to reach high targets (T1, T3; 
blue and red lines) are clearly diferent from those required for low 
targets (T2; green lines), which our simulation captures well. The 
largest diferences between simulation and human data occur in 
terms of used joint ranges and movement duration. Both of these 
were expected, as we did not explicitly set our simulation to the 
initial body posture of the respective user, and we did not optimize 
the neural efort cost such that the absolute movement times would 
match human data. 

4.3 Demonstrations: Tracking, Choice 
Reaction, and Parking a Remote Control 
Car 

Here we further demonstrate that our approach is suitable to mod-
elling and simulating a wide range of interactions that include 
perception and physical contact. We provide a description of each 
task, followed by relevant performance metrics to show that the 
simulated user learns 

• complex muscle-actuated visuomotor control in an emergent 
fashion, simply based on task-specifc rewards, 

• to utilize prior observations to anticipate movement (track-
ing and parking tasks), 

• to discriminate between diferent responses, and choose a 
correct response based on observed stimuli (choice reaction 
task), 

• to control objects that have non-trivial (sixth order) dynamics 
(parking task using a joystick). 

4.3.1 Tracking. In the tracking task the agent’s objective is to 
follow a moving target with its fngertip as closely as possible. 
The environment here is very similar to the one used in pointing 
task: the target is confned to a 2D plane of size 60 cm × 60 cm in 
front of the agent, but the target is not static and target radius is 
fxed to 5 cm. The target follows a trajectory that is a mixture of 
fve sine waves with varying amplitudes, frequencies, and phases. 
The amplitudes are uniformly sampled from interval [1, 5], and 
frequencies from [0, 0.5], and episode length is fxed to 10 seconds. 
We used a curriculum learning approach for this task, where the 
targets are initially fxed for the frst 15 million training steps, and 
between 15 million and 40 million training steps the frequencies 
are sampled from range [0, fmax ], where fmax linearly increases 
from 0 to 0.5. 

To allow the simulated user to anticipate the target’s movements, 
we included a past visual observation as input to the policy. The 
observation is then ot = (ωt

P , ωV , ωV ), where k is chosen such t t −k
that the past observation is 100 milliseconds prior to the current 
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Figure 7: Distance between the agent’s fngertip and target 
center as a function of time. After a fast initial movement 
towards the target, the agent is able to keep track of the tar-
get, even if the fngertip is temporarily outside the target 
(values above the horizontal dashed line). Each of the con-
sidered frequencies that defne the movement pattern of the 
target is given in a diferent color. 

one. As in the pointing task, the visual observation ωV contains 
only depth information. The reward function for this task is simply 

rt = −dt − δt , (6) 

where dt is the distance between fngertip and the target surface at 
time t , and δt is the efort term (3). 

Figure 7 shows the distance between fngertip and target origin 
as a function of time on a logarithmic scale. Initially the average 
distance is large, as the agent’s arm is besides its torso in the starting 
position. The distance drops quickly as the agent starts to track the 
target, and stays close to the target for the rest of the episode. To 
analyze the efect of the target speed, we considered four diferent 
frequencies fmax (0.05, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 Hz), with 10 episodes created 
for each frequency. The solid lines in Figure 7 correspond to the 
respective average values, the flled areas to the complete ranges. 
While slower targets are clearly easier to track, the agent is able 
to keep the fngertip mainly inside the target up to frequencies of 
0.5 Hz. For 1 Hz movements, which the agent has not seen during 
training, the fngertip is short behind the target most of the time, 
resulting in a consistently small ofset. 

4.3.2 Choice Reaction. In a choice reaction task a participant is 
presented with several responses, and is required to choose be-
tween those responses when observing a stimulus. In our simulated 
version of this task (see Figure 3(c)), the agent is presented with 
four diferent colored buttons, and a screen to show the stimulus – 
all in feld of view of the agent. The training procedure is similar 
to the pointing task: the agent has four seconds to press a button 
and receive a positive reward. When a button has been pressed 
with suitable force, or four seconds have passed, the screen changes 
color and indicates which button should be pressed next. The agent 

Figure 8: Distance between the agent’s fngertip and the joy-
stick (teal), as well as distance between the controlled car 
and target (red) as a function of time. After moving the hand 
towards the joystick, which takes approx. 800 milliseconds, 
the joystick is used to steer the car inside the target box (val-
ues below the horizontal dashed line, showing the 30 cm tar-
get size constantly used during evaluation). 

is presented with a stimulus and expected to choose a response ten 
times in one episode. 

In this task the simulated user receives an observation ot = 
(ωt

P , ωVt , ω
T
t , ξt ). The stateful information ξt contains one quantity: 

the number of targets left in the episode, normalised to range [−1, 1]. 
The reward function is akin to (4) used in the pointing task: (

8 − δt if target button is pressed 
rt = (7)

(e−dt ∗10 − 1)/10 − δt otherwise, 

where dt is the distance between the fngertip and the center of the 
target button at time t , and δt is the efort term (3). 

While the simulated user learns to press the appropriate buttons 
successfully, it does so in a rather quick manner. The average time 
to fnish the episode is 3.94 seconds with a standard deviation of 0.91 
seconds (averaged over 100 episodes). Only in four trials out of 1000 
the agent was unable to respond within four seconds of observing 
the stimulus. While this behaviour is in the realm of possibilities for 
a human, it is likely faster than an average human subject would 
perform. One explanation for this could be the somewhat unrealistic 
visual model that neither models selective attention nor peripheral 
vision. Instead of having to alternate focus between a button and the 
screen, the simulated user is able to perceive all objects at the same 
time. It is also possible that, since the simulated user and the buttons 
are fxed in space, the user learns the locations of the buttons based 
on proprioceptive observations instead of visual observations. 

4.3.3 Parking a Remote Control Car. As another interaction task, 
we trained the agent to steer a remote control car using a joystick 
(see Figure 3(d)). The goal of this interaction task is to park the 
car inside the green box. The initial positions of the car and the 
target are sampled from a green line in front of, and fully visible to, 
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the agent. The car moves only in one dimension, along the green 
line, and its acceleration/deceleration is controlled by tilting the 
left joystick of the gamepad forward or backward. The length of 
an episode is fxed to ten seconds. Note that this task difers from 
previous tasks in terms of difculty twofold. First, it requires fne 
muscle control since the joystick and required movements are rela-
tively small. Second, in addition to controlling the biomechanical 
model, the agent has to learn the second-order dynamics of the car 
resulting in a higher complexity (sixth-order in total). 

The observation for this task is ot = (ωt
P , ωt

V , ωt
V 
−k , ω

T
t ), where 

k is chosen such that the past visual observation ωV is 100 mil-t −k
liseconds prior to the current one. To speed up the training, the 
visual observation contains only the red color channel. The tactile 
perception ωT contains force reading of contact between fnger-t 
tip and the joystick to aid the agent in estimating how much the 
joystick needs to be tilted to move the car. 

The reward function is 
rt = D(f inдertip, joystick) + D(car , tarдet)/10 

(8)
+ Bjoyst ick,f inдer t ip + Bcar,tar дet − δt , 

where D(x ,y) = e−dt (x,y)∗3 − 1 is a function of distance dt between 
x and y at time t , Bx,y are bonus terms, and δt is the efort term (3). 
The bonus Bf inдer t ip, joyst ick = 0.8 is given only once per episode, 
for the frst time when the fngertip touches the joystick. The bonus 
Bcar,tar дet = 8 is granted if the car is inside the target with a 
velocity less than 0.1 m/s. 

We evaluated the agent’s performance over 50 episodes. Figure 8 
shows the distances between agent’s fngertip and joystick, and car 
and target, as functions of time.5 The fgure shows that it takes less 
than three seconds, on average, to move the car inside the target 
(values below red dashed line), and in all 50 episodes the car is 
successfully parked inside the target by the end of the episode. 

5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
We implemented perception-based muscle-actuated biomechanical 
models in MuJoCo, and demonstrated how an RL approach can be 
leveraged to simulate human-like behaviour in diferent interaction 
tasks with physically simulated input devices. The user model suc-
cessfully learned to complete a variety of interaction tasks, while 
also producing movements that comply with predictive models of 
human movement, such as Fitts’ Law. Such models could be used 
to evaluate user interfaces in silico, before or instead of, running 
evaluation studies with human subjects. Also, use of simulation 
may enable a more rigorous way to ensure diversity is taken into 
account during design. The models are available in the release of 
the User-in-the-Box open-source implementation, available at 
https://github.com/aikkala/user-in-the-box. 

5.1 Reward–Model Interactions 
RL provides fexibility in formulating an interaction task as an 
optimisation problem, but it does require experience with RL to 
develop an appropriate reward function, and its formulation will 
afect the fnal model outcome. As this is a new approach to gener-
ating representative models of human behaviour for HCI, there is 
5Note that the distance between car and target center cannot fall below a certain 
threshold, as it is always measured from the most distant wheel. 

not yet a mature workfow for refning the reward function design 
for a given task. Our open-source implementation introduces a new 
problem domain for researching the efect of a utility function, i.e., 
the reward function, on model behaviour. For instance, based on 
our observations, the scaling of a reward (not including the efort 
term) did not often incur major diferences in the simulated user’s 
behaviour, while e.g. the (non-)linearity of a reward function did. 

In our simulation studies we employed well-known strategies 
for making the optimisation problem easier: early termination, 
reward shaping, and curriculum learning. We used a form of early 
termination in pointing and choice reaction tasks, where a new 
target was spawned every 4 seconds; reward shaping in all of the 
reward functions to guide the agent towards desired behaviour; 
and curriculum learning in the tracking task, where the agent frst 
learns to point towards a fxed target, and eventually the target 
begins to move. Arzate Cruz and Igarashi’s survey [1] reviews 
reward function design for interactive applications. 

Our primary concern in this paper was to defne reward functions 
for which policies could be learned efciently. The reward functions 
in our tasks consisted of two components, a distance component 
and an efort component. The former guided the agent towards 
desired body postures and is task-specifc, although the idea of using 
some sort of distance reward can be applied to many tasks. The 
efort term included in the reward, on the other hand, is a task-
agnostic component that served to steer the agent to interact with 
the environment in a specifc way, i.e., with minimum efort. A third 
component, time, comes into play implicitly via negative rewards. 
With negative rewards the agent is incentivized to fnish a task 
quickly, if the episode length is not fxed (for example, the pointing 
and choice reaction tasks). If one uses only positive rewards the 
task completion may be unnecessarily prolonged, as there is no 
incentive to fnish the episode promptly, especially if rewards far in 
the future are not heavily discounted using a low discount factor γ . 
To reiterate, all our reward functions share negative distance and 
efort components, while the positive bonus terms are connected 
to milestones or completion of the task. 

The complexity of the task being modelled plays a signifcant 
role in fnding an efcient reward function. In the pointing, tracking, 
and choice reaction tasks the agent learned a good control policy 
robustly without search for an exact scaling or parameterisation of 
the reward function. However, in the parking task it took us multiple 
iterations to fnd a reward function that produced a successful policy. 
Further study is required to fnd best practices for efcient reward 
function design. 

Further, although the learned policy captures human behaviour 
in a number of ways (see Section 4), it is not known how well these 
reward functions model human subjective utility functions. Indeed, 
we have not tried to ’ft’ the parameters of the reward function to 
human data. We anticipate that future work will need to take on this 
challenge. Future work should be inspired by what is known about 
human subjective utility. For example, it is known that people are 
sensitive to externally imposed speed/accuracy trade-ofs [27, 78] 
but that people vary in how sensitive they are, with some preferring 
to be more accurate and others preferring to be fast. 

https://github.com/aikkala/user-in-the-box
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5.2 Hierarchical Controllers 
Another frontier concerns computational efciency. The required 
number of training steps until convergence in the frst three tasks 
was typically 40-80 million steps, which required 24-48 hours to 
train with 10 parallel workers and a GPU. The agent in the last 
task (parking a remote control car) was trained for 130 million 
steps, which required 94 hours. In each of the simulation tasks we 
train the agent from scratch, which means that the agent must 
always learn again how to move its arm. We believe that training 
time could be signifcantly decreased by using a hierarchical RL 
approach, where the optimisation problem is made easier by frst 
training a separate task-agnostic low-level controller to control 
movements of the agent, and then training task-specifc higher 
level policies to solve the actual RL problem [3, 37, 54]. 

5.3 Increasing Realism 
We see multiple ways to increase the realism of biomechanical and 
perception models for HCI research. While advancing signifcantly 
in the last decade, modern biomechanical models are developed as 
mechanical systems involving multiple assumptions and simplif-
cations in comparison to the natural human body: e.g. (in order 
of decreasing severity) an activation optimality assumption that 
excludes muscle co-contraction, static muscle states that ignore 
fatigue efects, solid movement mechanics ignoring soft tissues, 
generic weight distribution based solely on rigid segment proper-
ties, continuous excitation signal instead of motor unit size-based 
control, or simplifed hinge-based joint mechanics instead of slide & 
roll movement with complex 3D transformation. These simplifca-
tions can lead to the unnaturalness of generated movements, partic-
ularly ones involving fne motor control or under fatigued muscles, 
and deviations in predicting injury risks or fatigue. Considering the 
above simplifcations, the modern models can simulate with rea-
sonable accuracy most movements, except fne motorics involving 
co-contraction of opposite muscles, such as writing. Our biomechan-
ical model, although more sophisticated than previous HCI models, 
is only a representation of the upper torso with shoulder and arm 
movement. There are no wrist or fnger movements included. The 
perceptual observations were based on rather rudimentary models: 
the visual system was represented by a low-resolution RGB-D cam-
era with a constant feld of view, tactile perception was based on 
a single force sensor, and none of the perception models included 
noise modelling. Furthermore, MuJoCo as the chosen physics simu-
lator might not be suitable to model some interaction devices, such 
as a touch screen with dynamic content. However, model develop-
ment is typically allocated limited resources, and it is necessary to 
stop development once one has a model that works well enough 
for a given task. In this situation, it is important to document the 
qualities of the model for others to build on in future. A practical 
challenge is that a biomechanical model which initially appears 
to predict the human data well may have inaccuracies which frst 
become apparent when used for optimisation in the RL process, as 
the inaccuracies are ‘exploited’, leading to unnatural behaviour. 

While movements simulated in the pointing task shared many 
characteristics found in human data, the simulated movement dif-
fered in some aspects. For instance, the joint ranges of our simulated 

user were diferent from the joint ranges obtained with inverse kine-
matics of a human user, and the movement speed of the simulated 
user was slightly faster. However, it is unclear what the best choice 
of distance measure is between simulation states and observations 
of human poses, and how accurate replications of human data need 
to be for practical applications such as user interface evaluations. 
This is likely to vary based on use case. 

6 CONCLUSION 
We believe that perceptual control of biomechanically plausible 
human models is the key to more extensive use of simulations in the 
feld of HCI. Perception has such a signifcant role in interaction that 
oversimplifying it in models may have stalled progress in studies 
of motor control in HCI. Linking perception and muscle-based 
control is necessary for understanding both low-level phenomena 
in HCI, such as bimanual control and eye-hand coordination when 
using input devices, but also higher-level phenomena, such as the 
emergence of fatigue-avoiding strategies in AR/VR applications. 

While cognitive models have been at the heart of HCI since its 
inception [9] and signifcant progress has been made [11–13, 31, 52], 
one enduring limitation has been the lack of an end-to-end frame-
work for predicting and explaining interaction. In these cognitive 
approaches, perception and biomechanics are modelled either as 
black box symbolic input/output functions or with mathematical 
laws (e.g. Fitts’ Law) that do not simulate the processes of embodi-
ment and as a consequence much of real-world interaction is left 
unexplained. In contrast, the approach to modelling that we have 
proposed in the current paper embraces perception and biomechan-
ics as a key locus of explanation but, arguably, neglects the role 
of cognition. Future work should seek to combine the strengths of 
both approaches. For example, one could seek to explain not only 
how people use perception and biomechanics to point-and-click, 
but also how they use such skills to navigate, browse, acquire in-
formation, make decisions, and collaborate. RL, and particularly 
hierarchical RL, ofers a framework for such an extension. 

Finally, we believe that simulations of the kind discussed in this 
paper can help the scientifc process in HCI research. The formal 
rigour required in creation of a simulation model, and controlling 
and documenting the provenance of knowledge and data used to 
calibrate it, makes clear the importance of many of the often poorly 
described aspects of context in HCI experiments. A simulation 
package is also easily shared with other researchers, improving 
reproducibility via an unambiguous implementation of the current 
scientifc theory, the predictions of which can be validated with 
observed real-world data. We have made some efort to describe 
the weaknesses of our model, because aspects of models which at 
any given stage are poorly justifed theoretically, are a poor ft to 
experimental data, or which are highly sensitive to context can be 
viewed as prompts to the research community about where they 
need better theories, more complex models, or more data. This 
can create improved clarity, and a shared awareness of the open 
problems and challenges, and can help document progress. 
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